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Marshall Electronics introduces a new addition to its’ popular and well-praised lineup of portable camera-top monitors. This new portable unit is the 
perfect solution for DSLR and video professionals seeking to capture their best shots. Don’t be fooled by higher screen resolution or sizes. Our picture 
performance, feature set, customer service, and experience is why the industry’s leading photographers, videographers, and camera operators prefer 
Marshall over the competition. 

The V-LCD50-HDMI 5” monitor is packed with features found in more expensive models. This compact LED-backlit confidence monitor offers amazing 
picture performance and excellent viewing angles for users simply looking for a portable, yet versatile monitoring solution. The V-LCD50-HDMI offers 
standard features including a wide variety of formats and markers, 4 user-configurable front panel function buttons, RGB Check Field / Field Detect, 
RGB gain and bias control. Major features include Marshall’s industry leading FALSE COLOR and PEAKING Filters, along with Image Flip, Freeze 
Frame, and HDMI Auto Color Space and Ratio detect.

This unit can be battery-powered in the field using 4 AA batteries or the included power supply. The bottom ¼”-20 mount allows this lightweight unit 
to be mounted to most DSLRs, cranes, and jibs (hot shoe adapter included). 

5” Lightweight 800 x 480 Camera-Top / Portable Field Monitor 
with HDMI V-LCD50-HDMI 

Specifications

Screen Size (Display Area) 5-inch Diagonal 
Resolution (Pixels) 800 x 480 
Viewing Angle U+D: 170° / L+R: 170°
Brightness (cd/m2) 200
Contrast Ratio 400:1

Input HDMI x 1 
Power Consumption 4-12V / .7 Amps @ 12VDC
Dimensions 4.87”W x 4.39”H x 1.5”D
Weight 0.55 lbs. (250g)
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